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GUEST EDITORIAL

GUEST EDITORIAL

The Tsunami Society has been
created to satisfy the need for
an organization focusing on
those aspects of natural hazards
which involve the natural sci-
ences. (The natural hazards in-
clude hurricanes, earthquakes,
tornadoes, tsunamis, etc.; the
natural sciences include math-
ematics~ physics? chemistry?
etc.) This goal is complemen-
tary to that of skudying the so-
cial aspects of natural hazards,
which is already well organized.
Since the phenomena are, by de-
finition, natural in origin
(here we use the ploy of de-
fining the activities of man as
being un-naturall), the impor-
tance of the natural sciences is
obvious, and must be included in
efforts to mitigate the hazard
by modifying the source. This
is complimentary to mitigating
the effects by modifying the so-
cial respnses to the natural e-
vent.

Tsunamis were, fortuitously,
the phenomenon which prompted
the formation of The Tsunami So-
ciety. Certainly other hazards
are equally intriguing and chal-
lenging; but most importantly,
there are similarities among na-
tural hazards. There is the ac-
cumulation of energy, the sto-
rage of this energy--possibly
with attenuation by diffusion~
geometrical spreading, or by
aging or absorption. The time
dependence is of as much import-
ance to the social aspect as to
the natural sciences of the phe-
nomenon. And engineering the
modification of the hazards may
require political and economic
understanding and justification
more than novel scientific re-
search.

This journal is founded by The
Tsunami Society to provide an
outlet for articles on the na-
tural-science aspects of natural
hazards. Another benefit from
this journal is that the pub-
lications on the natural. science
aspects of natural hazards now
may be found in one place. The
publications on many natural
hazards, and especially on tsu-
namis, have been very diverse
and often only in reports or un-
published manuscripts. Perhaps
this reticence to publish in
Journals may been due to the re-
cognition of the relatively low
quality of the results of the
research; but any such low
quality is probably due to the
difficulty of the probla and
the scarcity of data on the phe-
nomenon. Because of the rarity
of the phenomenon, the obser-
vations or results are, in fact?
probably more valuable than for
some straightforward scientific
work.

Because of the world-wide pre-
sence of inflation, the founding
of a journal has requir~ com-
promise, financially. This has
prompted consideration and use
of the modern methods of dis-
seminating information. The in-
creasing cost of materials and
the escalating costs of dis-
tribution have made the trend to
microforms apparent and inevi-
table. This is, perhaps, a
characteristic to the evolution
of a society. For example, the
common hieroglyphics of the
Egyptians decreased steadily in
size over three thousand years~
as may be easily noted from the
tablets preserved in the Lourve,
Paris. So this journal is a
trend-setter, in using micro-
forms. As this journal is pre-
pared using a computer-based
word processor, the evolution to
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dissemination by electronic
transmission should be
straightforward.

The publication of a journal
is the essence of any scientific
society, but the nuances of the
society are the meetings, at
which the interactions between
scientists bear fruit; albeit so
often unplanned and serendip-
itously. For this reason, this
Society will hold meetings bien-
nially. These conferences will
be in the years between the
meetings of the Tsunami Confer-
ences sponsered by the Tsunami
Commission of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
(IUGG). For example, the IUGG
holds meetings quadriennially--
1979, 1983, etc.; the Tsunami
Commission holds meetings bien-
nially, in 1981, 1983~ etc. The
meetings of this Society (1982,
1984, etc.) provide the con-
tinuity between the biennial
meetings. The meetings of this
Society may be co-sponsored with
other organizations: This is an
invitation to other organ-
izations to do sol The first
conference scheduled for Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, was in August,
1982. The title is “Physics and
Mitigation of Natural Hazards.”
Those interested in presenting
papers or attending these con-
ferences should contact the
Secretary of The Tsunami Soci-
ety.

The diminution in the size of
the writing used in a cultural
society, over time, has been
mentioned as a characteristic of
the evolution of a society.
Another characteristic of the
evolution of a society is the
entente of collective action.
With the present stage of soci-
ety, very little seems to be ac-
complished without such collec-

tive action. And such collective
action is only justified when
the objectives merit the effort
of both organizing and working
towards the objectives. Becau6e
of the importance of natural
hazards to social history--but
ask Caesar, Napoleon or Hitler
about the weather over the Eng-
lish Channel, or book a ticket
on the next Spanish Armada to
England--the study of the
natural-science aspects of
natural hazards is extrenely im-
portant to today’s society. As
it has been in the past, so it
will continue to be in the
future. This importance of na-
tural hazards to mankind justi-
fies, indeed, demands the crea-
tion and operation of organiza-
tions devoted to studying those
natural hazards.

There is much competition for
both your time and your money.
To spend your time and money on
the study of natural hazards can
be a very discouraging activity
because of the intrinsic diffi-
culties of the phenomena; but
this is offset by the satisfac-
tion that comes from discovering
a little more about the phenomena,
especially when an improved predic-
tive capability can be demonstrated.
And the rarity of the occurrence of
the phenomenon can be almost de-
moralizing; but this must be accept-
ed as a challenging aspect.

Your participation and contri-
butions to The Tsunami Society and
this journal are invited and grate-
fully appreciated.
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PAMMETEM OF TSUNAMI WAVES

PARAMETERS OF TSUNAMI
IN THE SOURCE

N. P. Mirchina
E. N. Pelinovsky

S. Kn. Shavratsky

Institute of Applied Physics

WAVES

Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
Gorky, U. S.S.R

ABSTRACT

Correlation relations of the displacaent and tsunami wave-
length in the source to the earthquake magnitude have been obtained
that are useful for tsunami wave calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of hydrodynamic
methods of calculation of pos-
sible damage caused by a tsunami
wave on the shore depends in
many respects on the knowledge
of. ”initial conditions”, namely
tsunami wave parameters in the
source or in the open ocean at
least. However, direct instru-
mental data on tsunami waves in
the open ocean are not avail-
able. At the same time the
theoretical methods of calcula-
tion of tsunami wave parameters
in the source are not suffi-
ciently reliable. As a rule,
displacement and velocity fields
at the bottom are taken as ini-
tial conditions (for tsunamis
generated by earthquakes) but
generally speaking they are un-
known because instrumental
measurements of real bottom dis-
placements during an earthquake
are not available (there is lack
of data even on residual bottom
deformation) . Common solution
of the hydrodynamic and elasti-
city equations is employed in an
effort to relate the wave para-
meters in the source to measur-
able characteristics of a
seismic process [A. S. Alekseev
and V. K. Gus’akov, 1973; V. K.
Gus’akov, 1974; V. K. Gus’akovr
19781 is undoubtedly, beneficial
for elucidation of physics of
generation of tsunami waves
(particularly for definition of
the type and orientation of the
motion) .

However, reliable comparison
of the results of a theoretical
model and the data on actual
tsunami is not yet available and
forecast formulae have not been
deduced yet. Under these condi-
tions it seems attractive to use
the data on the former tsunamis
for establishing the unknown

relation of tsunami wave para-
meters in the source to the
basic characteristics of their
cause, for example, the earth-
quake magnitude M, the wave
field in the source being deter-
mined by the shore station data,
i.e. by hydrodynamic methods.
Lack of shore data and the dif-
ficulties of solving the inverse
problem do not allow to estab-
lish exact relations between the
characteristics under study.
Nevertheless, there is a point
in establishing such relations~
if only on average, as it allows
to put these data into a defi-
nite order, to reveal doubtful
data and to make rough estimates
necessary for practical fore-
casts.

Critical analysis of the
available dependencies is given
below and a number of new ones
which allow to estimate tsunami
wave parameters in the source by
an earthquake magnitude have
been suggested.

I.WATERSIJRPACE DISPLACEMENT
IN THE SOURCE

Estimation of the water sur-
face displacement in the source
reproducing the wave field from
the shore data has been carried
out by many authors using dif-
ferent methods [N. A. Shchet- .
nikov, 1977; A. W. Garcia~ J. R.
Honston, 1976; K. Iida? 1963; T.
lwasaki, 1977; E. Watanabe,
19641. The data obtained by dif-
ferent authors for a number of
large tsunamis of the recent
century is shown in Fig. 1. As
is seen from the data by Iida,
Hatori and Iwasaki the tsunami
height in the source can amount
to 10 meters. At the same time
the estimations made by Watanabe
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I
6 7 e 9M

Fig, 1. The relation between
the displacement in the tsu-
nami source H and the earth-
quake ❑agnitude H

● ,m - Hatorirs data
000 - Iida’s data
xxx - Iwasaki’s data

1 - the regression formula
log H3 = (0,8+0.1) M- 5,6 +1

2- Silgado’s formula
log H3 = 0,79 F!- 5,7

prove to be approximately ten
time8 less. Meanwhile the lat-
ter have been widely used In
schemes of tsunami-zonation.

Disagreement between the data
by Watanabe and other authors
appears to be due to the fact
that Watanabe employed the ray
method. The ray method is known
to be used when the wave length
is small as compared to the

rypical dimensions of the bottom
roughness. Clearly, this condi-
tion is not applicable on the
shelf borders, which results in
considerable reflection of wave
energy (up to 80% in the Kurile-
Kamchatskaya zone [S. L.
SolovOev, et al., 19771). Hence
for the inverse problem the
“true” coefficient of the tsu-
nami wave transformation must be
lower than it follows from the
ray method. We believe that
this accounts for the small
values of the water surface dis-
placement in the source obtained
by Watanabe. Larger values of
wave lengths in the source are
backed up by data on the motion
of the sea bottom in the Sagami
Bay (Japan) during the tsunami-
genic earthquake 1.09.1923
obtained by the depth measure-
ments made before and after the
earthquake [V. V. Shuleikint
19681. On some sections the
evaluation of the bottom amounts
to 230 m, in others the bottom
lowered by nearly 400 m. Anal-
ogous data is also available for
land earthquakes during which ‘-
the vertical displacements reach
10 m. [New catalogue of violent
earthquakes on USSR from ancient
times till 1975., 1977; I. Il.
Pon’avin, 19651. This is indic-
ative of possible wave heights
of approximately 10 m in the
source and hereafter we shall
use the data obtained by Iida,
Hatori and Iwasaki.

These authors’ data are shown
in Fig. 1. The regression for-
mula derived on the basis of *
this information has the form:

* The interval estimates of the
regression equation coef-
ficients given here and else-
where below are in conformity
with the confidence probabil-
ity P = 80%.
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log H = (0.8* 0.1)24-5.6 t 1.0 (1)

where H
$

is given in meters.
This fo mula can be recommended
for the analysis of tsunami ori-
ginating in the vicinity of
Japan and the USSR. It is in-
teresting to mention the anal-
ogous formula by Silgado for
tsunamis near the Western Coast
of South America [E. Silgado,
19781.

log H = 0.79M - 5.7 (2)

As is seen from Fig. 1 the two
formulae give similar values of
the tsunami wave height for
6.7<M<8.5.

II.TSUNAMIWAVELENGTH
IN THE SOURCE

The dimensions of the tsunami
source are usually determined
by two methods; by solving the
reverse problau for the wave
equation (in fact only by means
of drawing rays and estimating
the travel time from origin to
different sections of the shore)
or by assessing the source di-
mensions of the earthquake
(which corresponds to the area
of the aftershock activity).
Numerous calculations have shown
that the tsunami source has ap-
proximately the same dimensions
as the source of the earthquake
[S. L. Solov’ev, 19681.

In the general case the source
can be approximated by an ellip-
se with semiaxis a and b. The
tsumani behaviour at large dis-
tances from the source depends
essentially on its area or mean
radius R = SQKC(ab). Often only
the tsunami source area S is
given. The data on tsunami
source area obtained by dif-

ferent authors is given in Table
1. The values of the mean
source radius calculated from R
= SQRT(S / m ) or by the length
of semiaxes of the ellipses are
also given here. These data are
shown in Fig. 2. The empirical

I?Jull

200 “

m “

lo-

‘s

*

●

●
●

8
● m

6 7 8 H

Fig. 2 The relation between the
tsunami source radius R and the
earthquake magnitude M

● m. - Hatori’s data
000 - Solov’ev’s data
xxx - Iwasaki’s data
mo - Watanabe’s data

the regression formula:

log R = (0,50 + .7)M - 2,1 + .6

Iida’s formulae:
----- log R=0,5M- 2,2
-m—=- log R =0,45 M-1,8

relations obtained by Iida in
1958 and 1963 are also repre-
sented here:

logR = 0.5M - 2.2 (3)
log R = 0.45M - 1.8

B-4 Natural Science of Hazards 2(4), 0cL,1982 @1982 The Tmmarni Society B-4
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~ TABLE1
g MTA ONTSUNANISOURCEPASAM2TSSS

Ln
9.
~
2 No- Data Location liagni tude Level Displacemerrt in the Snurce in Meters Dimenaions of the Source
g

i

lida Watnnnbe Hatori Iwasaki Watanabe Hatori iwasaki Solov’ev

m

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
e.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1“4.

15.
16.
1-7.
18.
190
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
2a.
29.

15.06.1896
1.09.1923

27.05.1928
9.03.1931

3.03.19)3
19.09.1933
13.10.1935

2.11.1936
23.05.1930

5.11.1938
5.11.1938
6.11.1938
7.1101938

14.11.193a
22.11.1938

1.0501939
2.OB.1940
7.12.1944

21.12.1946
4.03.1952
4.11.1952

25.11.1953
6.11.1958

22.05.1960
27.02.1961
13.10.1963

7.05.1964
16.06.1964
16.05.1968

aamriku 7.8
Kanto 7.9
Xwate 7.0
B.hmori 7.0
aaluiku 8.3
Uim 791
Iwate 7.2
aanriku 7.7
Ibaraki 7=1
Ibaraki 797
Ibaraki 7.6
Wukuabima7.5
mkuaMma 7.1
Fukllebimm7*O

6.7
Oaa 6.7
W.Elokkaido 7.5
Tonankai a.o
IMkaido a.1
IIOkMOM-OU a.1
Kamchatka 8.2
Boso-Oki 7.5
Iturup B

chili 8.5
Fi-da 7,2
Wrllp 7.9
W.Aomori 6.9
Iiiigat.m 7.4
!TOkaohi-oti 7.9

6.s

701
2.3

2.6

10
9.5
6.5
10.7

.

O*95

0.54
0.78
0.06

1.6
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.6
0.3

0.5
2.4
1.4
0.?
0.4
2.4
1.6
0.6
0,6
1.1

5.9
12.a
7.0
3.3

8

O*9
2.3
0.5
3.9

0015

7*54

g.la

4s

23

3a

19

71

.-

12 0.62
2.3 0.27
0.4 0.12

1.23 57 1.35

3.0 0.35
7.4 0.49

-.

4.8 0.39
a.a 0.53

‘7*4 0.49
7.0 0.47
a.5 0.52
1.6 0.23

3.1 0.31
0.6 0.14
1.6 0.71
14 0.67
4.6 a.3a

o.a5 37 0.34
1.1 60 1.38

10 0.56
0.70 - -

1.5 13a 2.09

1.6 0.22

42 1s15
3 0.31
2.7 0.29

15/1.a1.44

.

2.1/0.9 1.41

.

0.2/0.5 0.63

1.5/1 1.2

1/0.3 0.6

4/1.3 2.23

1/- -

5/1 2.12

210.5 1.0

0.4/0.2 0.28
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where R is given in kilometers.
The regression dependencies ob-
tained from the data listed in
Table 1 is of the form:

logR = (0.50 *0.07)M - (4)

(2.1~ 0.06)

As seen from Fig. 2 these for-
mulae give approximately the
same values of the source radius
for 6.7<Bl<8.5.

Generally speaking the source
radius does not correspond to
the wavelength leaving the tsu-
nami (the proportionality of
these values may be expected for
example when supposing a piston
motion of the bottom). In [N.
R. Mirchina, E. N. Pelinovsky,
19801 the wavelength source
radius relation has been shown:

A3 = 2*8R

Using Equ. (5), we finally
obtain the expression for the
tsunami wavelength in the
source:

lw& =0.5M - 1.7

(5)

The values of ~ and H3 used
in the schemes of ?sunami zona-
tion are given in Table 2. As

(6)

TABLE2

is seen from Figure 3 these
schemes are based on source
parameters taking no account of
their dependencies on the earth-
quake magnitude. At the same

+.

200 “

ml

Fig. 3. The relation between the
the tsunami wavelength in the
source and the earthquake magni-
tude.

time Equations (1) and (6)
enable us to estimate tsunami
wave parameters in the source
over a wide range of earthquake
magnitudes.

Refareme Solov’ev S.L. et al. 1978 Brandsma, M. et al,
Atlas Wcia, A.W. II tbuston, J.R.

kval displacement Im Mce
In the souzme b h86t148.5 9.15

4m8.5<M (x feet)

Wavelength in Souroe form
the mouroe

EULpme with
gob 1i?oh ~ione

lo66km @oh

,
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1975 HAWAII TSUNAMI

A MODEL OF
THE 1975 HAWAII TSUNAMI

Charles L. Mader
Robert E. Tangora

B. D. Nicols

University ofCalifornia
Physics of Natural Hazards
U.S. Department of Energy

ABSTRACT

The Hawaii tsunami of November 29, 1975 was calculated using a
linear shallow-water-wave code assuming various source models. It
was also modeled using a three-alimentional code SOLA-3D for solving
the incompressible~ nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations. The observed
tsunami wave profile near the source was a second wave larger that
the first wave. This could be assuming a step function for the
source motion. The observer wave profile may be approximated by the
nonlinear calculation without a source motion step function.
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INTRODUCTION source motion of an initial de-
pression of the ocean surface.

The tsunami of November 29,
1975 has been investigated by
Loomis. He described the ob-
served runup heights in [H. G.
Loomis, 19751 and a numerical
study of the tsunami source in
[H. G. Loomis, 19781.

The tsunami was generated by
an earthquake near the Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park with a
magnitude of 7.2 on the Richter
scale. Near the source, the
first wave was smaller than the
second. Coincident with the
earthquake was considerable sub-
sidence (up to 3 meters) of the
shoreline.

Loomis, in [E. G. Loomis,
19781, examined a model of the
Southeastern Coast of Hawaii.
The bottom slopes seaward at a
ratio of 1:15 until it reaches a
constant depth of 6000 meters.
The sources examined by Loomis
included both initial uplifts
and depressions and he reported
that such source motions would
not generate the essential fea-
tures of the tsunami; that is, a
second wave larger than the
first.

We have used the SWAN code
described in [C. L. Mader, 1976
and C. L. Mader, 19741 to solve
the long wave, shallow water
equations and examine the tsu-
nami generation problem. We
confirmed Loomis’ calculated
results using our linear
shallow-water-wave code. We
have used the SOLA-3D code that
solves the nonlinear, three-
dimensional, incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations to model
the tsunami. Close to the
source of the wave the second
wave was calculated to be larger
than the first wave with a

L THE CALCULATED LINEAR
SHALLOW-WATER-WAVE LENGTHS

Our model is essentially iden-
tical to that described by
Loomis in [H. G. Loomis, 19781.
A 40-by-69 rectangular region of
207 km along the coast and 120
km seaward is described using a
mesh of 3 km by 3 km. The
bottom slopes at a ratio of 1:15
until it reaches a depth of 6
km. The source is a bottom
slope subsidence progrmmed to
vary with time. The source is
30 km wide, of which half is
included in the calculation and
is separated from the other half
by a reflective boundary as
shown in Fig.1.

CCWTIMNM

e

-E “

FIG. 1. Sketch of model used to
numerically simulate the tsunami
generation.

The calculated wave profile is
shown at various locations along
the shoreline as a function of
time in Fig. 2 for a source dis-
placement of 3 meters and in
Fig. 3 for a source displacement
of 1 meter followed by an addi-
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tional 2-meter displacement 10
❑inutes later. Surface profiles
are shown in Fig. 4.

1 1 I I I I I 1 1 1 I I
mo400wo m0mwmoot4mmmm0mm

FIG- 2. Shoreline waveheights
for linear shallow-water-wave
model resulting from an initial
source displacement of 3 meters.
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t
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FIG. 3. Shoreline waveheights
for linear shallow-water-wave-
model resulting from an initial
source displacement of 1 meter
followed by an additional 2-
meter displacement 10 minutes
later.

The observed larger second
wave can be reproduced by a
source that has its displacement
change with time. Such a possi-
bility was suggested by [M.
Ando, 19781 who suggested that
the earthquake was a rather slow
rupture lasting 100 seconds;
however, the displacement change
required by the model is of
longer duration and two fast
ruptures.

ILTHE CALCULATED NONLINEAR
WAVE RESULTS

Three-dimensional, time depen-
dent, nonlinear, incompressible
viscous flow was calculated for
the model shown in Fig. 1 using
the sOLA-3D code.

The SOLA-3D code is a three-
dimensional version of the two-
dimensional SOLA code described
in [C. W. Hirt and B. D. Nichols
and N. C. Romero, 19751. The
program has evolved from the
marker-and-cell (MC) finite
difference technique which uses
pressure and velocity as primary
dependent variables. A variable
mesh capability has been includ-
ed to improve the numerical re-
solution. The surface height of
the center of each cell is
computed each cycle according to
the kinematic equation

~+ U*+V=-W ,
ay

similar to that described in [C.
W. Hirt and B. D. Nichols and N.
C. Romero, 19751 for the SOLA-
SURF version of the SOLA code.
The Navier-Stokes equations for
incompressible viscous fluid
flow are
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au+y+aw=o
ax ay az

where
u, v, w

t
P

gxr 9yt 9~

v

( )a2u+ ~2u ~ a2ug+ug+vw+wg
ay “-++ gx+v —

ax2 aY2 az2

av~+u~+vz+w~

(

a2v+ a2V ~ a2v
ay =-g+ gy+v —

ax2 ay2 a22-)

are velocity com-
ponents in the x,y,z
directions,
is time,
is pressuret
are x,y?z components
of gravity, and
is the kinematic vis-
cosity coefficient.

The equations are solved using
the finite difference technique
described in [C. W. Hirt and B.
D. Nichols and N. C. Romero,
19751.

The geometry of the model used
to calculate the tsunami is
shown in Fig. 1. The mesh used
in the calculation had 20 cells
in the x-direction, 25 cells in
the y-direction, and 18 cells in
the z-direction. The 20 cells
in the x-direction were 6 km
wide. The 18 cells in the z-
direction starting at the ocean
floor were 100 meters high for
the first two cellsr and 400
meters thereafter. The water
depth was 6000 meters and the
surface was located at the
center of cell 17. The 25 cells

in the y-direction starting at
the source were 3.0 km for the
first 5 cells which described
the source (15 km wide). The
rauaining cell widths were 5.75,
6.16, 6.56, 6.97, 7.37, 7.78,
8.18, 8.59, 9.0, 9.4, 9.8, 10.2,
10.6, 11.0, 11.4, 11.8, 12.2,
12.6, 13.0, and 13.5 km, for a
total of 206.8 km.

The viscosity coefficient was
2.0 g-see-l -m-l (0.02 poise).
The gravity constant~ gz, was
-9.8 m-sec;2 , and gx and g
were 0.0. The time step fo~ the
calculation was 5 seconds. The
tsunami source was modeled by a
3-meter-deep depression or
elevation of 90 by 15 km of the
water surface, as shown in Fig.
1.

The calculated wave profiles
are shown at various locations
along the shoreline as a func-
tion of time in Figs. 5 for a
source of 3-meter depression of
the water surface. The calcula-
tion for a 3-meter uplift gave
mirror images of the profiles
for the 3-meter depression of
the water surface. Surface pro-
files are shown in Fig. 6.
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IILCONCLUSIONS REFERENCES

The observed tsunami wave pro-
file of the 1975 Hawaii tsunami
near the source of the second
wave larger than the first wave
may be reproduced by a nonlinear
incompressible calculation. The
observed profile could not be
reproduced by a linear shallow-
water-wave calculation without
introducing a step function for
the source motion.

The nonlinear waves were slow-
er than the linear waves and the
interaction was much more com-
plicated. Close to the source
of motion the first wave was
generated by the cavity being
filled along the shoreline. The
second wave was generated by the
cavity being filled from the
deep water end. The two waves
interacted along the shoreline
resulting in the second wave
being the largest wave with a
velocity greater than the first
wave. The second wave overtook
the first wave at later times
and greater distances from the
source.
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NONLINEAR AND DISPERSIVE EFFECTS,
FOR TSUNAMI WAVES
IN THE OPEN OCEAN

N. R Mirchina

E.N. Pelinovsky

Institute of AppliedPhysics
AcademyofSciences of the U. S.S.R

Gorky, U. S.S.R

ABSTRACT

The influence of nonlinear and dispersive effects for tsunamis,
that occurred near the Pacific shore of the USSR and Japan, are per-
formed. It is shown, that these effects can be essential for
tsunami waves crossing the Pacific Ocean.
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INTRODUCTION

The influence of nonlinearity
and dispersion on tsunami wave
propagation was repeatedly con-
sidered in literature. Practi-
cally all numerical calculations
of tsunami waves performed
within the limits of linear and
nonlinear shallow water equa-
tions show that nonlinearity can
be neglected, although the cal-
culations are performed for
restricted water areas [A. S.
Alexeev et cl., 1978; V. G.
Bukhteev and N. L. Plink,
19781. Analytical estimates
given in [J. L. Hammack, 1973;
H. Nagashima, 1977; E. N. Pel-
inovsky, 19771 for “conditional’
tsunami wave parameters are
rough enough and do not enable
to make univalued conclusions.
That is why, for solving this
problem completely, we shall use
factual material on past tsu-
namis to make statistically
significant conclusions.

placement, h is the ocean
depth, g is the gravity accel-
eration.

Stationary single waves
(solitons) play an essential
role in solving the Korteweg-de
Vries equation. The form of
such a wave is described by the
expressions:

and determined only by the
height H (the other parameter is
the crest location at the ini-
tial moment.). It is essential
that only the elevation wave is
a stationary one. The soliton
length determined by the level
0.5 is equal to

I.FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Since the amplitude is small,
the theoretical analysis of non-
linear and dispersive effects
for tsunami waves is carried out
in the framework of the
Korteweg-de Vries equation, that
has already been used in connec-
tion with the tsunami problem
[J. L. Hammack, 1973; H. Naga-
shima, 1977; L. A. Ostrovsky and
E. N. Pelinovsky, 1977; E. N.
Pelinovsky, 19771

where q is the water level dis-

D-2 Natural Science of Hazards 2(4), 0ct.,1982

The values of ~ for
and E in the open
listed in Table 1.
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Soliton Langth in b
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0.5 1 2 3 4 5 10

31 22 16 13 11 10 7

89 63 45 36 31 28 m

253 179 126 103 09 30 56

465 330 23o 190 164 147 104

715 506 357 292 253 226 160

la 707 505 m 353 316 223
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The well-known results of the
general theory of the Korteweg-
de Vries equation are briefly
the following: an arbitrary-
shape impulse in the general
case, breaks into solitons and
quasi-periodic waves [V. I.
Karpman, 1973; G. Whitman,
19741. The characteristics of
the process are determined by
the so called similarity para-
meter that coincides with the
Ursell parameter:

H, A1U=* (4)

(Es is the water level dis-
placement in the source, h is
the wavelength in the sour~e, hs
is the ocean depth in the
source), which as it is easily
seen from Equ. 1 is the ratio of
the nonlinear term to the dis-
persion one (for the soliton U =
4) ● The Ursell parameter is
actually proportional to the
square of the ratio of the ini-
tial disturbance length to the
soliton length with the same
amplitude.

ILESTIMATION OF THE
URSELL PARAMETER

Let us estimate the Ursell
parameter for actual tsunamis.
The data on these tsunamis (the
epicenter coordinates? the mag-
nitude M, the ocean depth in the
source h , the water level
displacement in the source H
and the source radius R) tak~n
from [T. Hatori, 1966; T. Ha-
tori, 1973; T. Iwasakir 1977; H.
Watanabe, 19641 are given in
Table 2. We calculated the

tsunami wavelen th in the source
by the formula : = 2.8R (R iS
the mean source radius determin-
ed by the source area given in
[T. Hatori, 1966; T. Hatori,
19701) obtained in [N. R.
Mirchina and E. N. Pelinovsky,
1981 (to be published)] on a
basis of statistical treatment
of data on actual tsunamis.

The results o the calculation
5of the value Uh for a number

of past tsunami~ are presented
in Table 2. The correlation
analysis of these data has shown
the presence of linear regres-
si n relation of the value log

!lUh and the earthquake
8ma nitude M:

lgUh:‘(1,6●0,2)M-1{*2

4

(5)

Here hs is expressed in kilo-
meters. The interval estimates
of the regression coefficients
are in conformity with the con-
fidence probability P = 80%.
The correlation field and re-
gression relation Equ. (5) are
given in Fig. 1, which allows to
determine the Ursell parameter
by the earthquake magnitude and
the ocean depth in the source.
The Ursell Parameter values cal-
culated for a number of past
tsunamis are also given in Table
2 and Fig. 2. The formula for
the Ursell paraneter follows
from Equ. (5) (Fig. 2) :

&j U=-3tghs+{,6M-il (6)
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FIG. 1. Correlationfield (U@, M)
accordingto Table 2. Solidline
representsregressionequation(5).

As seen from Figure 2, the
dependence obtained KU. (6) may
serve as a rather good estimate
for the Ursell Parameter al-
though its accuracy cannot be
estimated because of lack of
data on actual tsunamis with a
definite ocean depth in the
source. It is also seen from
Fig. 2 that in the range of mag-
nitude 6.7 SMS 8.5, the Ursell
parameter varies over wide
limits for actual tsunamis.
Besides, for small ocean depth
in the source (h < 0.5 km), the
Ursell parameter is rather a
large one within the whole range
of magnitudes under study, so
the nonlinearity proves to be
essential for these tsunamis in
the open ocean. For larger

u

m
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m
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h
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1. x /

6 7 6 M

FIG. 2. RelationshipbetweenUrsel.1
parameterU and earthquakemagnitude
M for a set of tsunamisas given in
Table 2:

A-hs:O.5h

o-ha~l.okm

.- O.51an<hs<l.Olm

❑ ✍ 1.0 bn<h~g2.Okm

x- x-hs > 2.0 h

Solidlinesrepresentthe relationship
(6)when:

l-hs= o.21all 2- hs = 0.5 km

3- hS=l.0km4-hS=4.O bn

Dottedline representsUrsellparameter
for a seliton.

ocean depths in the source, the
nonlinear effects may be essen-
tial only for tsunamis with
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sufficiently large earthquake
magnitudes. As a rule for ac-
tual tsunamis U>l, however,
there are cases when U51 (a-
pproximately 30% of cases). The
wave most resembles a soliton in
5 cases [Sanriku, 18%; Sanriku,
1933; Fukushima 6.11.1938; Fu-
kushima, 22.11,1938; Iturup,
13.10.19631, when nonlinearity
and dispersion are substantial
in the open ocean.

IILROLE OF NO~

Consider the case U>l typical
of actual tsunamis, when disper-
sion is not essential over large
water areas. Only nonlinearity
is important here. We can omit
the last term in Equ. (l). The
implicit soluLion for this
stage, describing the Riemann
wave (a simple one) and rmain-
ing continous during a finite
period of time (within a finite
length LN) is iven in [GO

?Whitmann, 1974 . This length is
a measure of nonlinearity and it
also enables one to determine
the role of nonlinear effects.
The nonlinearity length can be
easily obtained [G. Whitman,
19741. “

Here F(x) describes the particle
velocity (U ) f“eld at the ini-
tial moment, F- 1 is the inverse
function of F, U* is the water
particle velocity, when a wave
discontinuity occurs. This vex

g;$~o;ed$:f;:;f =;romw::;

calculating the nonl~nearit
1length, a considerable cliffcylty

has beenmexpe~ienced in chooszng
the znitlal disturbance form.

Nonlinearity in our approxima-
tion is small and we get a
simple formula for the non-
linearity length from Equ. (9):

(lo)

where a is a numerical coeffi-
cient dependent on the level
displacement form in the source.
In particular, if a sinusoidal
impulse is given in the source,
then a = 4/3 ~ =0.42. For
zero volume of the water expel-
led in the source a = 2/3 fie
0.21. The coefficient is the
largest for a symmetrical impulse
with linear slopes a.2/3~e
0.67 (the minimum value of a is
naturally zero).

Maximum values of the nonlin-
earity length calculated from
Equ. (10) for a set of tsunamis
generated by underwater earth-
quakes are also given in Table
2. According to these estimates
10 tsunamis of 27 prove to be
nonlinear, since the nonlineari-
ty length for them does not ex-
ceed the Pacific Ocean extent
(see Fig. 3). Nonlinearly can
be significant for a larger
number of tsunamis if we assume
as [M. Brandsma, and D. Divosky
and L. S. Hwang~ 1978; A. W.
Garcia and J. R. Houston, 19791,
that the volume of the water
expelled in the source is zero.
It is still difficult to draw
any definite conclusions because
of lack of data. We believe
that the data cited point to the
fact that nonlinearity must be
taken into account for a number
of tsunamis in the open ocean
(for comparatively large distan-
ces of thousands and tens of ,
thousands kilometers).
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A-h~~O.5km
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Dotted line represents the character-

istic extent of the Pacific Ocean.

IV. DISPERSION AND
NONUNEMUR

Now let us estimate the role
of nonlinearity and dispersion
for sources used in schemes of
tsunami-zonation. It is assumed
in [S. L. Soloviev, et al.,
~~771 that h~ = 2 m, h = 90

Then O > 8, if h <sl km.
In”another scheme [Atlas of
Maximum Tsunami Runup, 19781 it

D-7 Nati Science of Hazards 2(4), 0ct.,1982

is assumed that H = 1-4 m md
A = 120 km. Th~n for h < 1 km
wesobtain U > 7.2. In calculation
schemes [M. Brandsma, and D.
Divosky and L. S. Hwang, 1978;
A. W. Garcia and il.R. Houston,
19791, U > 16.8 when ~ < 5 km.
Thus, the Ursell parameter is
large in model calculations and
therefore, dispersion for tsu-
nami waves can be neglected.
This is practically done, since
shallow water equations are sol-
ved. Besides, when water area
is small (for example, for the
Kurilo-Kamchatskaya zone), non-
linearity can be negected too(as
a rule the nonlinearity length
amounts to some thousand
kilometers and longer). This
conclusion has been previously
drawn on a basis of numerical
calculations of linear and non-
linear variants [A. S. Alexev et
al. 1978; V. G. Bukhteev and A.
V. Nekrasov and V. A. Makarov,
1973; V. G. Bukhteev and N. L.
Plink, 1978} L. V. Cherkesov,
19761. We empahsize that these
conclusions, however, are valid
only for these model examples.

V. ROLE OFDISPERSION

In the other extrene case
U@l, i.e. when dispersion is
the predominating factor, it is
easy to write down the asympto-
tic form of the solution of Equ.
(l). For distances much longer
than the wavelength (but
limited), when V# O (V is the
expelled volume of initial dis-
turbance), we can use the self-
similar solution:
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where A. [z] is the Airy
functiok. Another type of the
initial disturbance when V = O
is often considered for tsunami
waves. The self-similar solu-
tion in this case takes the
form:

The above exact solutions of
the linearized KdV equation
(Eqs. (12), (13)) enable one to
estimate the dispersion effects
in a “pure form”. The charac-
teristic distance for dispersion
‘occurrmce is given by:

(13)

(There is an uncertainty in
choice of the numerical coeffi-
cient in Hqu. (13)). We have
chosen it from the condition
that L = L for the soliton,
since ?t isNevident, that “com-
petitive” effects of
nonlinearity and dispersion must
appear at equal distances to
provide stationarity of wave
propagation.

The values of L calculated by
Equ. (13) for som~ actual tsu-
namis with U < 1 are also
listed in Table 2. As seen from
these data, finite values of the
dispersion length are obtained.
If strong elongation of large
tsunami sources along the near-
est beach is taken into

account, then the wavelength
determined by the smallest semi-
axis may decrease by a factor of
3, and the dispersion length
will be significantly smaller
than the characteristic dimen-
sion of the Pacific Ocean even
for tsunami 13.10.1935 Iwate
and, hence, the dispersion ef-
fects will become essential for
these tsunamis. Moreover, the
observational data on tsunami
wave attenuation cited in [T.
Hatori, 19731 for Sanriku
2.03.1933 tsunami ar

-f
in a good

agreement with the r law at
distances up to 10 thousand ki-
lometers from the source, that
also confirms the dispersion
character of wave propagation in
this case. The tsunami waves
caused by the Aleutian earth-
quake on 1.04.1946 are
dispersive ones, since the wave
period increased with distance
which is typical of dispersion
[S. S. Woyt, 19781.

Thus, the considerations and
estimates for actual tsunamis
presented here indicate that
nonlinearity and dispersion can
appreciably affect the tsunami
wave propagation at large dis-
tances comparable to the extent
of the Pacific Ocean.
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NUMERICAL MODELING
OF TSUNAMI FLOODING

W. M. Adams and C. H. Lewis,III

UniversityofHawaii
Honolulu,Hawaii96822

ABSTRACT

Finite difference programs have been developed for modeling tsu-
nami flooding. Fully centered differences are used. A graphics
capability of creating movies showing the results at every time
step has been found essential to assure arrival at a believable
and correct conclusion. Comparison of output with analytical
results, while necessary, does not assure that a program is sa-
tisfactory; misuse is not only possible but probable. Most ap-
plications documented in the scientific literature allow aliasing
in the horizontal interfaces? the vertical interfaces, or both.
Smoothing of moving boundary, the shoreline, is necessary to
avoid the introduction of spurious high spatial frequencies. It
is necessary to see all the computer output--not just the last
results.
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INTRODUCTION

We wish to be able to predict
the conditional expected flood-
ing by a tsunami to within one
meter or 30%? whichever is
greater. Based on current know-
ledge, one way to develop this
capability is tc~construct a
numerical model for an elect-
ronic digital computer. To give
a better idea of our objective?
we consider the situation shown
in the upper portion of Fig. 10

sions makes this appear much
different. At the coastline,
there is a rise above sea level,
representing a beach dune, then
a fall to below sea level, re-
presenting a lagoon, rising
again to a vertical wall to ter-
minate the model. The method
used is that of finite differ-
ences? the spatial coordinates,
interfaces incident waves? and
time are discretized. The ap-
propriate partial differential
equations are approximated by

* 200 Cells >

FIG. 1 Cross sections of tsunami flooding models.

This is an idealization of the
situation shown in the lower
portion of that figure. The
cross-section is taken perpendi-
cular to the coastline; and the
ocean bottom is taken as per-
fectly smooth and of constant
depth. The bottom shoals
gradually to the coastline. A
one degree slope is actually
used, but the distortion in the
vertical to horizontal dimen-

firnitedifferences to the desir-
ed order of accuracy and the
model programmed for an avail-
able computer.

Several computer programs,
either finite difference or
finite element, have been de-
veloped for treating practical
situations. Unfortunately each
program has been used only by
its originator and usually for
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only one locality. And most
regrettably, not one of those
applied programs has been re-
ported as verified. By
verified, we mean the comparison
of results with the solution of
an analytically formulated and
solved problem. (In particular,
we do not mean calibration
which is the estimation of the
values of coefficients by revis-
ing parameters until the results
fit, sufficiently closely, some
observations or expectations.)

Most of the programs developed
to date treat the coastline as
being a vertical wall, so that
flooding is not permitted. In
fact, the flooding is usually
the information that is specifi-
cally desired. Hence, we wish
to concentrate upon the case
with flooding. This means that
we must verify our program by
comparison of our results with
the solution to some nonlinear
equation involving finite ampli-
tudes. Fortunately, two such
theories have been published.

We emphasize that using a
numerical model which has not

been subjected to verification
is extremely hazardous: False
predictions may lead to public
distrust of hazard predictions
in general.

I.TWO THEORIES AVAILABLE FOR
VERIFYING A NUN4ERICAL MO13EL OF
FLOODING

One theory suitable for com-
parison with our computer output
is that of [G. F. Carrier and J.
P. Greenspan, 19581. They treat
the problem of finding some wave
forms that will inundate a uni-
formly sloping beach without
breaking. From the solutions
provided, we may choose a test
case based upon other criteria?
such as those provided by [J. L.
Hammack and H. Segur, 19781.
The case which we choose is
shown in Fig. 2.

Another theory suitable for
comparison with our computer
output is provided by the theory
developed by [F. K. Ball, 19641
and expanded, with corrections,
by [Thacker, 19801. This is the

‘?&

-3 -2 -1

x

FIG. 2 Case taken from Carrier and Greenspan (1958, Fig. 91.
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problem, as formulated by Ball,
of finding what bottom topo-
graphy, if any,,can exist that
will permit solutions of a spe-
cified analytical form. Ball
finds that a parabolic basin
permits finite amplitude oscil-
lations of a liquid having a
time-dependent particle velocity
that is independent of position
in the fluid mass. The free
surface happens to be a plane,
and remains a plane (see Fig.
3)● Another salution is of an
axially symmetric basin having a
wave with particle velocity
varying linearly with the hori-
zontal dimension (1D or 2D).
The surface happens to be a
parabola, concave upwards or
forwards (see Fig.3). A recent
elaboration and correction of
this problem’s solution is pro-
vided by [Thacker@ 19801 who
takes a somewhat different ap-
proach. His inclusion of the
Coriolis effect leads to some
very interesting oscillations on

tsunami flooding. The Navier-
Stokes equations are approx-
imated by the usual shallow
water equations, vertically in-
tegrated.

E +2!! . (-)
ax “ at “

where

c.

1U=u

-h

9 is
h is

‘B ‘s

P is

-h

gravity
water
bottom stress

water density

a parabolic “mo~ntain,” the in- 111.FINITEDIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
ve~sion of the basinl-

11.FORMULATION OF THE FINITE
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The computer program used is
that developed for predicting

AA
*
\

FLAT SURFACE CASE:
.’* ‘,
.* 4W?7AL msmolv

The difference equations
actually used to approximate
these equations are evident from
the program listing given as an
appendix. The program also
gives the explanation and de-
tails on the procedure for
obtaining fully centered values

FIG.3 Cross sections of Ball-Thacker models.
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by extrapolation,and iteration.
The most notable improvement
over previously published work
is the technique for obtaining a
fully centered value in time.
To do this, an unknown value of
the height at a forward time is
needed. This is obtained by
extrapolation--by fitting a
plane through adjacent known
values--and then the estimate is
used for computing the centered
value. Iteration can be used if
necessary. However, it was
found that the final values for
the locations where estimates
were made did not differ more
than about three percent at most
from the planar extrapolation,
so iteration was not, in fact,
downwards.

IV.APPLICATION OFFINITE
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

It is essential that as much
care be taken in applying the
finite difference equations as
is taken in formulating them.
Many of the pitfalls are well
known and widely documented.
These include stability, trunca-
tion effects, and aliasing. The
concept of aliasing is often
restricted to consideration of
the in coming wave. In fact, it
must be applied to all inter-
faces. This becomes apparent,
by reciprocity, when the wave
enters shallow water and the
physics is more current-like
than wave like. That is, it
does not matter whether the
water is moving over the land or
the land is moving under the
water. Not so obvious is the
aliasing arising from a time-
dependent interface; for
example~ the shoreline. This
becomes apparent by considering
the two-dimension version of the

problem shown in Fig. 1. With a
2-D variable-depth bottomr shown
as 1-D in the lower part of Fig.
1, flooding will depend upon
position along the coastline.
The frequency content of this
interface, as generated, has no
constraints. Hence, it is
necessary to filter or use other
techniques to control the alias-
ing.

V. RESULTS

The computation takes place on
a 200-cell grid, in the x-
direction, and at time steps~
for the prototype, of 2.5
seconds. At each cell the
height is determined; at each
cell boundary, the flux is de-
termined. Thusr for 20 minutes
of prototype time, there are 480
time steps, having 192,000 re-
sults. Most previous invest-
igators have chosen to concen-
trate attention on only the
final 400 results. We have
found it desirable, in fact,
necessary, to monitor all the
results--intermediate as well as
final. The only method that we
have found that makes this pos-
sible is graphic output of the
results in the coherent form of
a movie. We have found that
this is economically feasible
using super-8 equipment and
film.

A super-8 movie camera capable
of single framing is used with
film having a speed of 160 or
400. Color or black and white
are possible. The camera may
cost as little as $150.00 and
the film ten dollars or less,
including processing~ in quanti-
ty. Almost any digital techni-
cian can connect a relay for
driving the single frame control
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to a parallel port of the
digital computer being used.

The results are produced as
movie films. Copies of these
may be obtained, in limited num-
ber, at cost of reproduction
(about $10.00 each) from the
author. Here some of the re-
sults will be explained by pre-
sentation of a few frames from
some of the films.

Frames taken from a film on
the verification of the numer-
ical modeling computer program
versus the Ball-Thacker theore-
tical results are given in Fig.
4* In frame one is shown the
starting configuration. The
parabolic basin is shown dis-
torted; the upwards concave
surface of the water actually
extends over 50 km and is 10
meters deep at the center. In
the upper center are the identi-
fying symbols and the time (not
visible in this reproduction).
At the bottom of the figure is a
straight line. This will be
used to graph the particle velo-
citiyof the water (vertically
integrated) in each of the two
hundred cells--edge to edge of
the figure. By convention, up-
wards vector at a cell position
means particle velocity to the
right; downwards vector at a
cell position means particle
velocity to the left. Trunca-
tion of the downward vectors
occurs when a threshold value is
exceeded, due to the limitation
of the CRT screen size. In
frame one, the water is just
being “released~” so the par-
ticle velocity is zero every-
where. Notice, in particular,
that in spite of the symmetry,
the entire problem is being run-
-not just one half.
In frame 2 of Fig. 4 is shown
the situation approximately one

minute later. The water on the
left is moving to the right; the
water on the right is moving to
the left. ln frame 3? another
minute later? the parabolic sur-
face is passing through the
special case of its focus at
infinity, so it is almost flat.
Frames 4, 5, and 6 are about one
minute apart as the parabolic
surface becomes concave down-
wards. Frame 5 shows the impor-
tance of @ running only one
half of the problem, arguing
from symmetry. Neither boundary
is ebbing exactly correct~ but
the right side is considered
better than the left. If only
the data of frame 6 had been
available? the problem would not
even have been noticed! Centin-
uing with frame 7~ the flatness
of the “deep water” portion
shows that section is being
handled well, but the moving
boundaries are lagging, with the
right being slightly more satis-
factory than the left.

Frames 8 through 12 show
another half-cycle of khe oscil-
lation. Now it becomes clear
that a program may appear to be
correct if only one ‘cyclew is
rune Even though frame 12 has
the surface almost flat? signi-
ficant asymmetry is evident h
~he ~artic~e Ve~OSAtV ~roti

. .

Thus, monitoring of the surfa~e
position is not sufficient.
This asymmetry is due to the
convention that is normally
used, and which was used here?
of marching across the cells
from left to right. To remedy
this fault, marching must alter-
nate; left-to-right, then right-
to-left.

Fig. 5 shows frames taken from
movies of a solitary-like wave
moving from left to right? from
deep water onto sho~e. Vertical
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FIG. 5 Frames from skudy of p~opagation of
gravity wave over a Eandomly rough bathmetrye
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distortion is large? 50. The
slope on the right is only one
degree! ‘Theplot of the surface
of the water has been raised
slightly to minimize confusion
as the wave runs across a shal-
low lagoon on the right onto dry
land. The graph of the particle
velocity? shown at the bottom of
the frames in Fig. 4 has been
raised up into the center of the
frame for better viewing, The
p~oblem being studied, to be
reported in detail in a later
paper? is the effect of a rough,
variable-depth bottom having
specified statistical properties
on the propagation of a gravity
wave. In Fig. 5? frames 1
through 6 are for one roughness;
frames 8 through 13 are for less
roughness but the same statist-
ical properties (in fact? the
same shape? just a different
maximum amplitude). This work
is to check the theory such as
presented by [Lev A. Chernovf
19601.

Frame 1 shows the starting
condition of rough bottom, one-
degree slope, lagoon, and beach.
In frames 2 and 3, the solitary-
like wave is moving from left to
Eight. No reflection is
evident. In frame 4, the wave
is being reflected from the one-
degree slope? as most easily
seen on the graph of particle
velocity. Frames 5 and 6 show
the wave moving very slowly over
the lagoon while the reflection
is moving relatively rapidly
back ouk to deep water.

Frame 7 shows a graph of the
motion of the water surface as a
function of timer comparable to
what a gage at that point would
have recorded. The amplifica-
tion allows the small complexity
introduced by the roughness to
be seen. The position of this

(and another) gage recording is
assignable.

Another program feature that
was found extremely useful in
program development, but which
is not illustrate here, is the
statistics of the number of
times a particular loop in the
program is actually used. This
was very valuable in developing
a program.comparable to that of
[R. 0. Reid and B. R. Bodine~
19681.

In summary, these results show
the importance yes, the -
for (19 verification? (2) seeing
~ output, including the
intermediate? and (3) the huge
requirement for computer time.
It must be essentially unlimit-
ed.
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22 FCF3$QT(F7 1,2%, 12)
c —-— —-——— —-—

-- M3SE lNITIALIZf4TION:c
c -— ———

EQ 10 1=1.N
Q(l.i)+.
Q(I>Z)=O
2(1)=0
CR-x(l)--

10 CWT IME

C—- IiEAD 8AlWYtETW, POSITIVE BELUII MSL, NE@TIVE ABOVE:

LW 99 1X=1-N
X1=1X

83 H(1X)=3. - &ix(X1-i, )
c— .——e

c— lNITIw.LY EcYJATE MTER LEVEL fwD GRCiMD LEVEL CN TRY L#(D
c——-—-——-————————

DO SSS5 I=i,N
S655 lF(H(I) .LT.O. )Z(I)=-H(I)

c ———-—-————- ————

C— DEFINE INITIAL DISTUR8AWE:
c——-—-—— ———

00 23 1=1,60
REfiD(32.S559)Z(6&I+i)
Cclrrlt+x

c=——-——-——————————
c—- INSURETOTAL REFLECTIC4N FRChl END c+ GQID IN A8SENCE & &YJ_:
c———-—-———

H(N+i)=H(N)
Z(N+l)=Z(N)

c—— -—— ___

C— FOR CRAPHICS> USE TRUE SIGN OF ELEVATION RELATIVE TO MSL:
c———————————— —

DO SS5S I=i,N
5HG(I )=-H(I)
c——-—— .—
—- DETERMIK IF THIS IS A R12STfY?T:c

c——-—-——————
READ(5, SS57JIRSTRT

SS57 FG?MAT( Ii)
lF(lRSTRT NE.l)GO TO SS58

c———---—————————— —.—

C—- REINITIAIZE WITH L9ST VFU_LES
c——--————-———————-———.

REOD(iZ, %S9)((Q( !, J), I=i, N), &i.2), (Z(I), I=i, N), PZiN, P~
5SS9 FORhk4T\ D24 ,17 )

REf4D( 12, 5560 )Sldl TCH
Ho FORMAT(F3 0)

READ(i2,55Si)kFIRST,(CCM4T(I),I=i.i4)
SS61 FOF$WT[ 17)

Z(t4+i)=Z(N)
c——-__— —— ---
C—- DOCI.!WIZNT:
c—————--——-———

siss wITE16,80)Dx, NxDx, DT, T
80 FoRNAT( ’i’,’ C%%+! ER%WSENSPA’4 VERIFIC9TI~, ERS=. i“,

%///,’ DELTA X (M): ‘.F7 1>/,’ F@NGE (M): ‘, F9. i,/,
X’ TIht5 STEP (SEC): ‘, FS. i>/,’ TOTFL NODEL TIM (SEC): ‘, F8.1)

W?ITE(6.840)FC
840 FORPWT(’ ‘, ‘BED FRICTION COEFFICIENT: ‘, F%5)

W!ITE(G,842)CELL
842 FORNAT ( ‘0 ‘ , ‘ FLUX METER READ I KS (%% TAKEN AT SEAl@RD ‘

*,’ BOU+VJARY OF CELL ● ,13)
WITE(6,82)(H (1), I=1,N)

82 FORM(4T( ’0’>’ GRID cELL DEPTHS (M). ‘./, (/, i8(i%, Fii.4)))
c——-————-—-—---- —

c —- DETERMINE CURRENT TIM STEP, PRINT cwmw ZOS:
c—--——----—----——-—-- ———

KT 1ME=O
IF(KFIRST NE i) KTlt4E=XFIRST

NRITE(6,83)DTXKT1W
83 FCi?MAT( ’0’,///. ‘ T= Z, F7.1)

&! ITE(6,84) [Z(I), I=i>N)



M

‘s

‘:
.?

84 FORNAT(’ Q’, (/,1 0(1 X, Eil.4)))
k!=T/DT+l
IF(KFIRST FE l) KFIRST=KFIRST+l

c—————— .—— —. —. ——-—.

c —- TIME LOCP.
c———--——-— ———— ——— —..

DO IG30 K=KFIRST>M
c———-————————————————
c————DETERMINE LHICH CCLLhiN OF Q IS TO CCNTAIN NEW VfWZS CF” mm:
c——-—— ———

1F(SWITCH)86,23. %
88 &F71TE(6>888)
S68 FG%h’$T( ’0 ’> ’StJITCH EFY?l?’)

STOP
86 J2=2

GO TO 92
90 Jz=l
92 JI=3-J2

2X=X-I
PQIMIN=Q(l. J2)

c——-—————— ——.———.—.

C—- Q L@
c————— .— - —

m 2Q4 l=i/N-i
c —— ——

c— DETEFMI W @EPTH AT BOL14D#RY BETtEEN CELLS WERE Q IS TO 82 CCKLUWED

c— MD KRS FLUX b’ETER RERD 1= fIRE TO BE TFKEN :
r ———.—. ——

D=(Z(l)+H(I)+Z(I+llffl(l+l))/2.
Dwz=z[ 1)-2([+1)
m=(H[tm)+zcm)w( cm)+z(m) )/2
ZN=Z[CELL)
ZM1=Z(MZTER)

i—- LNIFC$+4 FLCKIDII= SC=. RECORD-KEEPING, HELRISTIC IhfTEW#2E-
C——— DEPTH wsIGhwNr ,
r ——

-175

173

189

176

182

M4

lF(DABs(H(I )+Z(I ) ) LT. DDDIGO TO 17Z
1F(D9BS(H( I+l)+Z(l+l)). LT DDD)GJJ TO 174
IF(H(I) LT. H(I+I))GO TO 176
IF(Z(I)+H(I+l) GT. DDD)GO TO 178
D=Z(I+l)+H(I+l)
DELz=-1)
COLMT(31<~(3)+l
cwE(l )=3
GO TO 198

lF(Z(li-GT Z(I+l))GO TO 18Q
IF(H(I) LT 0. .CRH(I+l). LT.0. )COLM(4)-<CXRT( 4)+1
CASE(I)*
GO TO 198
IF(H(I) LT. O. CR H(I+l). LT. O.) CCLNT(S)=CCWT(5)+I
CASE( I )=5
GO TO 198
IF(H(I)+Z(I+l) GT. DDD)GO TO 182
D=Z(I)+H(I)
DELZ=D
CCPJ4T(10)-XUNT(iO)+i
CASE(I)=10
GO TO 193
IF(Z(l) .GT. Z(l+l))GO TU 184
lF(H(I) .LT.O. .OR. H(I+l). LT.O. )CCM$T(li)=CCIJW( ii)+i
C%x(l)=ii
GOTO 198
IF(H(I) LT.8. .OF. H(l+i). LT.@. )COWT[i2)<ClNT( i2)+i
CASE(l )=12

174

CX*
C*%

128

186

172

w
cm

2s

i?w

2’22

203

GO TO 198
IFfH(I) LT H(I+I))GOTO IE33
IF(Z(I)+H(I+l).GT.DDD)GO TO 138
COUNT(1)=COUWf[i)+1
CH3E( 1 )=1
Q(I, J.2)=0
GO TO 200
GO TO 19S!
DELZ=Z(l)+H(I+I)
COUNT (2) =COUNT ( 2) +1
cASE ( 1 )=2
GO TO 198
D=Z(I)+H(I)
DELZ=D
COUNT (9)=COVNT(9)+i
CASE ( 1 )=9
GO TO 198
IF(DMSIH(I+I)+Z(I+I))LT.DDD)G9 TO 2S%?
lF(H(I+l). LT H(I))GO TO 2Q4
IF(Z(I+l)ffl(I) GT. DDD)GO TO .2&3
COWT( 14)=CCX.R4T’( 14)+1
CWE( I )=14
Q(I. J2)=0
GO TO 2w3
GO TO 198
DELZ=-.(Z(I+I)W(I))
CGWT(13)=CCMff(i3)+i
CASE( I )=13
GO TO 198
D=Z(l+i)+H(I+i)
DELZ=-D
cow4T(6)=cowr(6)+i
CASE(I)=6
GO TO 198
lF(H(I+I) .LT. H(I))GO TO 2Q8
COUNT (8)=COLG4T(8)+i
C(4SE ( [ 1=8
Q(I>.12)=0.
GO TO Z@?
ccnJNT(7)=coUwT (7)+i
CASE(I) =7
Q(I’J2)=0.
GO TO 20+3

c ———. ——— —----—
;—-- 1NITIALL% COLCW4TE Q USlffi OtLY LIt43%7 TERM; #lE%WI) IKE FRICTIC$W (WO
C—- 9DVECT I VE TERMS:
c —-— —----- ——— —-—

138 D=(H(I)+z( I)+H(I+i)+z( I+i))/2.
DELZ.Z(l)-Z(I+I)
IF(1 GT i)GO TO 1S0
Q ( 1, J? ) =Q( i , Ji ) +DTxGXD/DX

W.DEL.Z
IF(D9BS(Q( I, J2)). LT. DDD)Q(I, J2>=0.
GO TO 2!30

c——-—--————— -—

C—- EXTRAPOL(3TE MXT SPATlfL VMLE C# Q TO CfLCLLFYIE t72/DX
c —- ( NEcESSARY FOR PERFECT CENTERING OF M)VECTI VE TE131) :
c———-——--

160 PQIMi=PQIMiN
PQIMiN=Q( I ,J2)
IF(l. EQ. bKER-i)@mx4( 1. Ji)-PQIMi/2, *(l+i, Ji)4(l+i, &)R.
wx=(3. xQ(I+i# Jl)4(I-i>Ji )-Q(I+i#&)4( l-l#m))/(4. *Dx)

c —————

C—- CfU_CIJ_ATE Q KGLECTlffi FRtCTION:
c————

m
A
N
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w
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A
w

QTIUE=(Q( [, Jl)+Dl%(~ -Q(I, JIMMUW(2.YD))I
w(l+uTxw(2. m))

IF(WS(QTII-W+Q( l,J1)) CE. lE-2S)@3 TO 162
Q(1 ,J2)=QT1LrE
Comle

c
c— ~ IF IKWSICN W FRICTIW ‘l13WklILLf2WSE ~ W ~

‘G? _=DT4FCX(QT11LE+Q( I, J1))XMRS(OTIIDE+Q( I.J1))
W(4. XD4X2X(1+UI%MDW( Z. XD))I

IF(. t43T. ((~-DDD. LT mIm). M.(QTIu. LT. ~W)))
4GDTole5

0( IJJ2)=Q
CO T0167

c— SPKE- W TItE~ EWJMTIU4 W 9
c— IJITN LIN3%?. FRICI’IW W MVEmIW ~:
c

165 Q(l#J2)mlm~
IF(MBS(Q(I. J2) ) .LT, DDD)9(I .J21=0.

lW IF(I .EQ.fIETER)W~ILE
a CmTlt+Jz

0( N, J2)=0.

&——EN DC8=QCACUATICN W;
c— MXJ SMIYIW Q’S:

!AL=I
1=1

m zmwN(I)=Q(l, J2)
IFIMSS(Z( I)+N(I)). CT. DDD) CO m =
l!bw+l
1=1+1

h+Q(wM, &)m[bL%, <) W(Uffi, Z)10
Im=N
I=N

a zma=N(I)=Q(I#J2)
lF(ME(Z(I )+N(I)).CT.DDD)CO TO =
Im=bli+l
1=1-1

&+Qi.m4, J2))A.

~(&3)=(Q(M>@)M( R1. W)*(R, <)*(*3,=)
&~f~,<)~(&+,~)*(HJz))#.

m 201 1=w+4, Lhl-4
m ale J=1>9
TN(J)=L.
IF[l+J+. LT. I. CR. I+M. CT. N)CO TO 2010
lH(J)=Q(I+fi, J2)

am CCWTINJE
~(l)= (lffi. W(S) -. X( W(4)+W(6))-. X(W(3)

Efi(7)l+8. *(m(z) +m(sl)-(m(l )+w(9)))-
lF(MBS(ZGRWW( n). LT. DDD)~(I)=O.
IFCQ(I, &l. m. O.)~(l )*.

201 owrltu
UJ ~ 1=1, N
a(l#J?)=zm$w (1)

m Cwrllu

c ——
‘c— c#J3J_ATE W DISRRWWE KIWI’S:
c

z(l)=z(i)-DTmuQII, Jzl
ii% M ~ I-=. N

z(l)=z( l)+(maM)*(Q( I-1- J?)+( I ,*))
c
c— mEvENT Dl~ FRW COlffi =W ~ CR ~,
c

~ lF(Z(t) GE.-N(ll+DmlCU m 3W
2(1)=-N(1)

300 CU4TIFLE
c
C— IWWW5 ~ TOTA RDIE131W RT DEI W mID:
c——

ZCN+l)=Z(N)
c—.
“— SiKurN z’s:c

c
W=i
I =1

220 ZCFt#li(I)=Z(I)
IF(!AES(Z[ l)++l(Il). m. DDD)G3 TO ~
W-+1
1=1+1
Go To 25@

25 ~(u+l)=tz(w)+z( w+ll+z(w%)la.
~(w+2)=(z(&l+z( u+l)+z(wRl+z(u+3 )+z(&*l16.
ZU+YN(lLL+3)=(ZOIL)+Z(lL+l)+Z(kL+2) +Z(LL+3)+Z(LLW)

h+z[wts)+z(uffi))n.

lF(DARS(Z( l)+N(I)). GT. DDD)m TO 265
hR4Ei
1=1-1
CO TOZW

= ~(m-i)=(z(w)+z( wl)+z[w+) )a.
ZGRW+(lR-2)=(Z( M?)+Z(lR_l )+Z(kR2)+Z(!J#+3)

h+z(w))fi.
ZG%W(lJ1-3)=(Z( kR)+Z(Rl)+Z(bR_2 )+Z(U7_3)+Z(W)

rJ+z(lJ?5)+z(m!-6 ))/7.
m 31 l=bL+4)bR-4
m 3alo J=1S9
TH[J)a.

IF(Iti. LT.l, ~. I+J5. ti. N)GO TO ~iO
lF(t@Rs(Z( I+J+)ffl( I+H)] .LT. DDD)~ TO 3310
TN(J)-Z( 1+=)

me CC4WIMX
Z@5 ~(I)= (lffi. Hl+(5)+E6. X( TH(4)+m(6) )=. X( W(31+mC7)l

&+8 X( TH(2)+11-l(E) )-(lli(i)+W(9)))~,
IF(MBS(ZUWWi( I)), LT. DDD)~(l)=O.

ml cmTItwE
m W 1=1, N
lF(ZQ?M-l[ 1). LT. -N(1) +DDD)~(I )=-H(I)
IF(Z(I), E9. ++(I) )ZWW(l)+(I)

w z(l)=~(I)
- Z(N+l)=Z(N)
c-
c— GVFHIC OurFuT:
c

m 31S I=i. N
~(1)~(1)

31s CcNTlw
IF(K.EQ.l IGO TO =1
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INTRODUCTION

Many theor.eti.cal and experi-
mental investigations have been
performed on the propagation of
nonlinear water waves particu-
larly in connection with tsunami
waves. The evolution of the
solitary quasi-stationary waves
- solitons is the subject of
special interest. The ‘propaga-
tion of cylindrical solitons has
been considered in many papers.
Experimental investigations of
the solitons on water [Tsuka-
‘bayashirI. and T. Yagishita,
19791~ in plasma [Hershkowitz,
N. and T. RomesserF 1974; Chen
1’,and L. Schott, 1977; Nishida,
T. and T. Nagasawa and S. Kawa-
mata, 19791 and in two-
dimensional electric lattices
[Stepanyants, Yu. A.,19821 have
shown some differences of the
laws of wave amplitude varia-
tions from predictions of a
linear theory and the consider-
able transformation of the wave
field within the focal region.
To obtain more reliable qualita-
tive relationships, governed by
the axisymmetric Korteweg-de
Vries (KdV) equation or more
exact equations, special numer-
ical calculations were performed
[Naxon. S. and J. Viecelli~
1974; Ogino, T. and S. TakedaP
19761. The calculations corres-
ponding to adiabatic conditions
(slow variation of the soliton
parameters) are adequately de-
scribed by the approximate
theory of cylindrical solitons
[Ko~ K. and H. H. Kuehl, 19791.

L THEMATHEMATICALPROBLEM

In particular, the amplitude
of a soliton moving to the cen-

F-2 Natural Science of Hazards 2(4), Ott.,1982

trum increase~zaccording to the
formula A “rh (r is the
distance to the centrum) andlthe
duration decreases as T - r/3.

Since the KdV equation is
invalid near the focus, the re-
sults available on focus trans-
formation of cylindrical
solitons still remain to be
interpreted. This problem is
largely close to the problem of
transformation of the intense
acoustic waves in near-caustic
regions and for complete inter-
nal reflection at the interface
[Ostrovsky, L. A. and E. N.
E’elinovskyand V. E. Friedmanr
19761. The basic idea for
obtaining of analytical results
used in [Ostrovsky~ L. A. and E.
N. Pelinovsky and V. E. Fried-
man, 19761 is associated with
the possibility of passing
through the near-caustic regions
according to the linear theory
formulas. In fact, even in non-
linear geometrical acoustics an
infinite increase of the wave
amplitude on caustic is not ac-
companied by a significant in-
crease of nonlinearity (the
ratio of harmonic amplitudes to
the fundamental wave amplitude
remains finite). On the other
hand, the influence of diffrac-
tion in this region manifesting
itself as phase change of each
harmonic by = becomes predom-
inant. The same situation must
certainly take place in dis-
persive media: in the regions
with dimensions much smaller
than the characteristic lengths
of nonlinearity and dispersion
the linear approximation for-
mulas can be used. In this case
the relationship between the
incident and transformed wave is
given by the Hilbert transform
[Ostrovsky, L. A. and E. N. Pel-
inovsky and V. E. Friedman,
19761:

01982 The Tsunami Society F-2
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where ~.~ rep~e~en~~ the
principal-value integral. Fig. 1
displays the transformed wave
field (solid line), when the
incident wave is the KdV soliton
(dotted line)

I I

v

FIG. 1. Hilbert transform
(solid curve) of the KdV soliton
(dotted curve).

II.DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As seen from Figs. 1 and 2t
the form of the transformed wave
has considerably changed - the

FIG. 2. The transformed wave
after focus passing of KdV sol-
iton. Solid line - computation
according to exact equations
[ A. T. Chwang and T. Y. WU,
1977; T. Y. Wll,19791,
points - calculations by for-
mula (1).

wave has become an alternation
and a significantly wider one.
One can show from Equ. (1) that
the transformed pulse field de-
creases in its asymptotic form
as - ,t,-1 However, this
result is an approximate one in
its physical sense, since the
main contribution to the pulse
tails are made by lf components
of the wave spectrum (~> ro)
for which the transformation
Equ. (1) is invalid (the focal
region for such components is
large and at LO- O it approaches
infinity). Most detailed trans-
formation of the KdV soliton in
the focus have been computed by
[Hwang, A. T. and T. Y. Wu,
1977; Wu, T. Y. 19791 by SOIV-
ing exact hydrodynamic equa-
tions. Fig. 2 exhibits the pro-
file of the wave having passed
through the focus. Dots in this
figure show the results of cal-
culation by Equ. (l). Good
coincidence of the data obtained
by Equ. (1) and the numerical
calculation [Hwangr A. T. and T.
Y. wu, 1977; Wur T. Y. 19791 is
observed for the head part of
the wave that departed well
enough from the center. The
difference in the tail is caused
by its proximity to the center,
so that diffraction has not
manifested itself completely.

The transformed wave propagat-
ing away from the center is
evidently not stationary and
when evolving, it breaks into
solitons and oscillating trains,
To calculate this effect$ we
neglect the cylindrical diver-
gence, meaning the estimation of
the upper limit on parameters of
secondary solitons (this gives
exact values for soliton ampli-
tudes in problems on complete
internal reflection of a plane
wave at the interface). Break-
ing into solitons is due to the
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positive head part of the re-
flected pulse? which, as shown
above, is well described by Equ.
(1). In the framework of the
KdV equation the number of
secondary solitons from the wave
reflected from the focus is
equal to infinity, since the
Schr6dinger operator associated
with this equation [Karpman? V.
1. 19731 possesses an infinite
number of energy levels accum-
ulating to zero for such slowly
decreasing potentials [Glazman~
1. M. 19631. The first soliton
amplitude (normalized to the
amplitude of the initial soliton
converging to the focus) is
equal to 0.51? the second sol-
iton amplitude equals 0.085,
etc. Since a slow decrease in
asymptotic forms of the trans-
formed wave is caused by insuf-
ficient proximity, then only
some first solitons are physi-
cally real? and only one-two
solitons are observable due to a
rapid decrease of their ampli-
tudes.
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TSUNAMI ,MONITORING PROGRAM

ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF
A TSUNAMI MONITORING PROGRAM

..
George D. Curtis

Joint Institute for Marine
and Atmospheric Research

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

ABSTRACT

An extensive program for real-time and post-event monitoring
of tsunamis has been developed and implemented for the Hawaii
area. Methodology includes improved deployable instruments,
stop-motion photography from many selected locations~ real-time
photography from the air, and post-event surveys from the ground
and air. Use of existing facilities and organizations, and how
to cooperate with and coordinate them is described, and equipment
is stressed. Application of these techniques to other locales is
outlined.
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INTRODUCTION

‘A tsunami monitoring program
is in progress to organize and
plan for significant real-time
and post-event measurements of
tsunamis, before the need ari-
ses. Various disciplines and
organizations perceive dif-
ferent, often overlapping
reasons for providing such data.

These include:

travel time predictions
magnitude predictions
run-up predictions
diffraction effects

wal~
time of arrival predictions
run-up predictions
inundation predictions
arrival direction effects
refinement of warning systems

coastal zone “management”
insurance estimate
risk assessment
property value assessment

Essentially, we are discussing
a data collection and evaluation
project for which there is
limited time to collect data and
ample time to analyze them.
Since a monitoring program is
primarily concerned with col-
lecting (or preparing to col-
lect) data it is conveniently
divided into two time-related
modes: real-time and pst-event.
The real-time temporal limit-
ations are obvious; in the post-
event mode these are still
present but are much slower
paced, and with an exponential
decay. Both of these modes are
used to collect data for the

needs outlined above and will be
discussed in order. The Joint
Institute for Marine and Atmos-
pheric Research (JIMAR) at the
University of Hawaii conducts
such a program in cooperative
with NOAA and the State of
Hawaii.

L REAL TIME METHODS

& Time lapse photography

Our primary dependence is a
time lapse photography. Init-
ially, some surplus 16 mm
gunsight cameras were modified
with intervalometers and battery
packs. These have been super-
seded by commercial Super-8
movie cameras with auxiliary
intervalometers and more recent-
ly by a simple and relatively
cheap (cost and construction)
surveillance camera with a
built-in intervalometer.

These cameras are issued to
volunteer observers who are
trained briefly in their use and
agree to (1) keep camera, film,
and batteries properly stored
and at hand; (2) proceed to a
designated or alternate site
upon a warning or notification;
and (3) test themselves and
their equipment by shooting a
roll of film annually. Their
check/procedures list is shown
in Fig. 1. The observers are
encouraged to have their film
processed, personally viewed,
and then sent in to us for fur-
ther review. Sending a roll of
film and a development mailer is
a helpful reminder. Film is
usually exposed at 1 frame per
second: normal speed projection
takes approximately 4 minutes
for a 16 to 1 speed up.
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TSUNAMI MONITORING PROGRAM

TSUNAMICAMERA OPERATOR/08SERVER
=H-LI ACTION LIST—.— ——

1.

2.

3.

4.

s.

6,

7.

&

9.

100

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Post this 1ist fn a convenient place @ keep a copy with the equipment.

Keep track of status and ETA of event by rad~o, and telephone if necessary.
(See number b[:low.)

iteuujveany refrigerated materials early (film, batteries).

Prepare 9 AA cells and 1 cartridge of super 8 film for loading. Select
f thm type for ETA. Set out 5 spare AA cells and 3 cartridges film. Select
film type for post-arrival 1ight conditions. Prepare appropriate sti11 film
rolls. Mark film A, B, C, D, etc.

Load cameras and check for nonlla1 operation (focluding exposure meter
functioning) and insure your familiarity with them. (Note: film and batteries
should be free of condensed moisture before 1oading.)

Check *and pack equipment: Movie camera , intervalometer
trigger switch , still camera tripod(s)

—*

ffIm , ~es — , .

CD card
, radio pen , notebook ,

, watch , kitchen t~’ , key to location
other

—,
.

‘Cal1 regarding intended/desired location; phone 948-S083.
Set watch by HTCO (543-3211 or MNVH (471-6363).

Ptck any necessary spare film and batteries enroute.

Upon arrival, set up cameras and check. operatt on. Call in and report phone
number at location.

Ten minutes before ETA start movie camera @ 1 frame per second (FPS). Try
to include a penuanent reference point in viewfinder to re-orient camera if
jarred, or moved on purpose. Set kitchen timer for 55 minutes (duration of
standard cartridge is one hour at 1 FPS). Start notebook.

Concentrate stil1s on (1) reference points (for water level) and shore area
conditions before wave, (11) minimum and maximum wave heights and water
Ifnes , (111)reference points and shore area conditions after waves and
(Iv] reference points of known size for scale.

Record times and sti11 frame numbers (approx.) in notebook. Make 1iberal
notes (focal length of lens, visual observations, etc.)

Change super 8 cartridge at convenient time before it runs out; reset timer.
Mark cartridge if not already done and enter time in notebook.

Call for runner for more supplies, if needed, in ample time.

Review”the aboVe, and double check your actions.

Additional notes:

Phone numbers: Honolulu Observatory-PTNC 689-8207, * ; JIM? 948-8083,
948-s3084;Birkheimer 734-2161, *: Loomis, 373-6153; Adams, 955-0848;
Vitowek, 737-0202; Curtis. 239-7263; lTIC, 546-2847.

* Unlisted mxober - do not disclose

FIG. 1, Tsunami Camera/Observer Check and Actions List. (Form)
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Site selection for both ground
and aerial photos depends on an
analysis of several factors,
including historical data and
predictions, as reported in the
literature [G. D. Curtis, 19801.
While the aerial portion was
detailed with the aid of exper-
ienced pilots and involves air-
space considerations, the ground
observers’ stations involve
several mundane but important
factors and compromises? includ-
ing the following:

-location of suitable person-
nel;
-transportation, especially
during an evacuation;
-storage of cameras, film and
batteries;
-total travel time of obser-
ver to site;
-safety, security and weather
protection at site;

Oahu
A4

W*

MONITORING PROGRAM LOCATIONS

ISLANDS of HAWAll

@ Photo Observers (number)

* ‘Tide/TsunamiGages

[Open figure indicates on order,
temporary or exp~rimental]

-Civil Defense clearance to
remain in evacuation area;

-elevation and sight lines.

To test the above and provide
baseline data, still photos are
made at each site, checked, and
filed.

Fig. 2 shows present locations
in the Hawaiian Islands. A num-
ber indicates multiple cameras
and/or observers are available
to optimize coverage. For ex-
ample, the Hilo area is covered
from two locations, each in
upper stories of shoreline
buildings with two cameras aimed
in opposite directions. If only
one observer happens to be
available, he can set the
cameras up with, say, a 4 second
interval and actively man only
one site.

Although it appears photo-
graphy would only work in day-
light, observers will be de-
ployed if one wave can be

Molokai

w
FIG, 2. Monitoring Program Locations. (Chart)
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TSUNAMI MOIWTORHNG PROGRAM

recorded before dark or if there
is a possibility of later waves
(and prior wave effects) being
photographed after dawn. In two
harbor locations, limited night
time photography is feasible~
using lighted floats and the
stern lights of evacuating
boats.

TWO of our observers are dedi-
cated photographers who provide
their own cameras. And? all
provide still cameras to ensure
adequate coverage of salient
wave action and reference
points. We provide them with
Civil Defense Special Area
Passes to facilitate access to
their sites during a tsunami
alert.

EL Aerial plmtography

We have established a novel
project to make aerial photos of
a tsunami running up on a coast-
line. It is based on the
presence and cooperation of
Naval patrol aircraft. These
are l?-3B~sFwith remote cameras
in the bellies which can take
480 exposures on 70mm film~ on
co-pilot command or with an

intervalometer. The pilot flies
a racetrack pattern about 10
miles long in a selected area;
a sequence of pictures of the
shoreline area is taken about
every 15 minutes, An example is
shown as Fig, 3. The runs are
made at 1000 ft.; there is some
overlap depending on intervalo-
meter inaccuracy, but stereo
viewing has not shown measurable
relief in storm waves. This
appears to be a good altitude
for the speed and camera involv-
ed. (The camera is marginal for
its intended purpose of photo-
graphing ships? etc.? but is
satisfactory for coastal photo-
graphy.)

The Navy squadrons involved
are provided with a briefing kit
which includes details not only
on how to fly the mission? but
also on how to select best areas
based on tsunami origin, E.T.A.?
and cloud-cover alternates.
Thus? if we are unable to con-
tact them and provide an
observer~ they can proceed
anyway. The photo areas select-
ed are based on a number of
factors which have been analyzed
and reported in [G. D. Curtis?
19801. This report is also one

FIG, 3. Photo Sequence from P-3 at 1000 ft.
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of the bases for determining
tiime-lapsephoto sites; a simi-
lar matrix could be developed
fo~ any tsunami-prone coastal
area.

Low-1evel Oblicyx? photos of
areas of special interest during
a tsunami will be provided (on a
non-priority basis) with the aid
of the Civil Air Patrol. In
Hawaii their standard tsunami
procedure in supportiof the
Civil Defense Agengy is to over-
fly coastal areas Of several
islands with loudspeaker-
-equipped aircraft and warn
people to evacuate. After
circling the i.sland~the air-
c~aft is to IandF refuel, and
commence a patrol to check
problem spots? assess damagep
etc. During this phase~ they can
carry one of our observers who
will take sequences of still
photos from 500 ft. The Civil
Air Patro18s knowledge of the
area and timing of the waves~
and its ability to observe and
to change locations rapidly?
proves to be a very useful re-
source.

Another thrust of the monitor-
ing program is the development
and deployment of tsunami gages.
Our current analog-strip chart
type (Fige 41 is based on a
solid-state strain-gage pressure
transducer and incorporates the
battery, amplifier? filter, and
Chart recorder in one unite
Pressure (water level) is sensed
at tiheend of a hundred feet of
plastic tube. These devices are
pre-located in the homes of
observers who live at or near a
suitable site. Upon warning
such observers will turn the
gages on? deploy the tubes to an
anchor point in several feet of
water? set &he instruments for
the depth and expected range,

FIG. 4. Analog Gage.

and leave them while proceeding
to perform their other tasks
such as photo-station.

A more sophisticated digital
gage is presently under test.
Fig. 5 shows its principles,

l-; ,6;o––––
.-. PRESSURE ~ “ A-D

i

TRANSDUCER~~ ~ 8 BIT

I
& AMP

PORT & &
] CAPILLARY OUTPUT ]

-r
. ----

~

CONNECTOR
SWITCH

I 1 I

FIG. 5. Digital Gage.

The transducer is the same as
that used in the older analog
model but has more hydraulic and
electronic low pass filters to
prevent aliasing; after digiti-
zation of a sample twice a
minute? the eight-bit data word
(which has a resolution of
better than 0.5%) is stored in a
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semiconductor memory. While one
prototype was made using a vola-
tile memory (RAM), the present
model sets each data sample per-
manently into an electronically
programmable, read-only memory
(EPROM) . The numbers can later
be read out in the lab and dis-
played on a strip chart, or
“listened to” with sound that
varies frequency for pressure
variations~ and “seen” with
graphics on a CKC that show
variation patterns in the data.

Using this gage is relatively
simple. The device is loaded
with fresh batteries upon re-
ceipt of a warning, taken to a
nearby prepared site? turned on,
and mounted underwater or con-
nected to a tube leading into
the water. The instrument is
watertight, uses common batter-
ies, records for 12 hours, and
is relatively inexpensive to
build and maintain. The gage is
not limited to a onetime use;
installing a new $2.00 EPROM can
make it ready for use again.
There are no moving parts (ex-

TSUNAMIMONTTORING PROGM.M

cept the switch); it is not
affected by overpressure; and as
long as it can be retrieved
after an event, it should pro-
vide much usable data. The
normal range is 10 meters but a
2 meter range is included to
encourage its deployment in the
event of a small tsunami or in
protected locations. As
[National Science Foundation and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, 19811 states,
suitable gages are a-primary
need and have high”-”prtirityfor
tsunami R & D. This gage is
intended to fill a part of this
need by providing a number of
recording systems on long-term
standby in many locations. A
photo of the final configuration
is shown in Fig. 6.

Of course, tide gages operated
by N.W.S. and others are a part
of any monitoring program and
provide important long-term re-
ference data. Unfortunately
many are located in harbors and
subject to significant spectral
contamination. In addition,

FIG. 6. Digital guage prototype.
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their frequency responses
(stilling well characteristics)
are often not well known. Gages
optimized for tsunami have been
developed by Van Dorn and
others, but the installations
have regrettably not been main-
tained. We are fortunate in
Hawaii to have three telemetered
(remote) gages in clear loca-
tions operated by the Pacific
Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC)
and two others of differing
characteristics operated for an
unrelated purpose by the Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics (HIG,
U.H.). Knowledge of and contact
with such resources are an im-
portant part of a tsunami
monitoring program. (Fig. 7
shows a small tsunami recorded
by one of the geophysical
gages.)

An unusual resource which may
be added to our monitoring capa-
bility is a sort of “inverted
fathometer” found by recording
signals from pairs of active and
passive hydrophores at a Naval

range just offshore of the
island of Kauai. Our initial
trial - after cleaning up most
of the “noise” from swells - did
not show the tide (range approx-
imately 2 ft.) as we had hoped,
but an unexplained, shorter
period water level change. If
there is a tsunami warning,
however, the system will be
activated and a recording made
for later analysis.

Clearly, it is our intent to
get real-time data by every
means possible because of the
value of the added dimension of
time.

11.POST-EVENTMETHODS

The lessor time pressure after
a tsunami does not lessen the
need for adequate preparation,
planning and prompt action. Our
post-event data are gathered
primarily by photography and
ground surveys, and we have made
advanced efforts in both areas.

0300 z 0400z

FIG. 7. Mini-Tsunami of Dec. 12, 1979~ La Perouse Bay? Maui.
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TSUNAMI MONITORING PROGRAM

These emphasize the need to
gather the evidence before it
disappears and while interest,
people, and funds are available.

lLAir6iurveyt3

The photo effort starts with
identification of baseline photo
sources. Contacts have been
established with both the com-
mercial photogrammetric operators
and the Federal and State
agencies who are their main cus-
tomers. Photos on file have
been spot checked, with some
emphasis on locating color pic-
tures because these are more
revealing. Color photos with
fairly good resolution are
available from u-2 operations;
Landsat and other video
satellite pictures are in-
adequate. Cooperation from
various agencies has yielded
generally good coverage of the
coastline in the last decade.

After an event, we will again
get quick response photos of
priority areas via the Navy and
Civil Air Patrol. We will set
priorities at the time and try
to send an observer along so
that further selection can be
made in the air. Oblique color
photos taken after the local
1975 tsunami on the Island of
Hawaii showed good delineation
of high water marks in many in-
accessible areas. We would
expect to repeat such photo runs
for specific details and addi-
tional areas as effect patterns
emerge. An informal arrangement
with the Coast Guard will allow
photography and observation on a
non-priority basis in selected
areas.

As soon as areas of greatest
interest have been agreed upon,

we plan to hire a commercial
aerial photo company to cover
those areas. With a 24-hour
advance notice, color can be
provided. This approach will
yield large, high resolution
pictures of known scale for de-
tail analyses.

We will request, through NOAA,
photos by the u-2’s operated by
the National Weather Service.
Since these flights are planned
well in advance and there is no
loiter time, cloud cover can be
a problem; in this case, we will
ask for a repeat. We will also
request through NOAA and other
channels that photos be made by
Air Force reconnaissance satel-
lites (starting as soon as a
damaging tsunami is known to be
in progress). Although security
may prevent the photo’s immed-
iate releaser they should become
useful records for future use.

B.Ground surveys

For ground survey pur~ses
plans have been made with a vol-
unteer group from the American
Society of Civil Engineers (see
Fig. 8). The state chapter has
accepted this as an on-going
project. Personnel and re-
sources (maps, four-wheel drive
vehicles, etc.) have been listed
for each major island. In fact,
a complete set of quadrangle
charts for the coastal area has
been placed in an ASCE member’s
office on the island for which
he has agreed to act as coordin-
ator. A great advantage is that
these people already have local
knowledge, experience, and con-
tacts. Joined with us in these
arrangements is the Corps. of
Engineers who have a disaster-
survey team always available.
Although their primary task is
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WM.!5 No.8

FIG. 8.

damage assessment~ the surveys
will be mutually supportive. We
feel that f~~~~a~k from the
aerial surveys (the hand camera
photos are available overnight;
the Navy vertical photos in
about 24 hours; and personal
observations immediately by
telephone or radio) will be par-
ticularly useful in deciding
where to concentrate the ground
surveys. A manual of procedures
for conducting such surveys is
now in its final editing process
and will be distributed to all
personel in 1982. It draws on
material such as [State of
Hawaii~ 19811 and prior publica-

FEBRUARY, 198Cf

Request to Assist in
Tsurtarni Research

TMHawaii Section, ASCE, has been
asked by the Joint Instilute for Marine and
Atmospheric Research to provide lechni.
cal assistance for Iollow-up studies of tsu-
f12mi activity. The work requested will be to
rna3 Ihc high waler mark and damage ~m.
ils tallowing aninunciation, sncelsuna~i~

are Mrequent events, a long-term corn.
miltment by the volunteers is required.

The program witl require aparoxlmately
24 engineer volunteers throughout the
Sta!e. Onecoordinalorwil[ reappointed
on each island, His responslbilify will be IO
maintain an up-to-date fist of peopla and to
arrange their efforts. after a tsunami. Traln-
ing will beprovided andmaterials and in-
formation distributed.

Following a tsunami. the Island coor.
dinator will contact the englnearson his

island and assign areas 01 work. Engineers
will be g!ven p2sses into tha area andwill
mark and map Ihe extent of high water. This
information will then be IY:uci by the lnsti-
tute to determine ful!:f(; +91ansfordisasier
avoid sn ce.’

\fy~,,,Nouldtjuv/i!llrlg loghresomoof

IYOW !irrw Hnd skills ;tlter a tsunami disse.
W’, p!c:;Isrj r;all ,WCiwrd Fewe(l a! 836.2171
k,I’ !,lrlherdutui;:. This is ,sn excellent

U:l:w;ti for us to ho of assfstanca to our
Com,munifiea.

ASCE Notice.

tions, as well as direct exper-
ience.

llLOBSER1/ER!5ANDORGANUAT1ONS

The previous paragraphs reveal
the general approach we have
developed locally to handle the
tsunami monitoring program.
Many of these precepts will cer-
tainly apply elsewhere; e.g.,
most of the people involved will
be functioning as “volunteers”
even if they are paid by some
agency in another capacity.
This must be understood and ade-
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quate suppozt~ feedbackti and
recognition provided. It is
akin ko maintaining a volunteer
fire department (most of whose
members have never ever seen a
fire) with a part-time chief
amid an assortment of government
officials who have primary in-
terest. ‘l!he solution is to re-
cognize these factors and work
with themr through khem~ and
occasionally around them. The
mostivital factor is to show the
monitoring team that they are
fulfilling an important need.
This applies to both organiza-
tions and individuals. We are
fortunate to have an experienc-
ed, in-house nucleus of people
at the University of ‘Hawaiiwith
long experience in tsunami work.
Though most are no longer di-
rectly involved in tsunami re-
search, they contribute freely
to the program and will form the
vital core of the scientific
effort when an event occurs. In
additiony we have volunteer pro-
fessionals such as the ASCE
members and observers who range
from retired scientists to com-
munity college instructionsto
federal employees. Anyone or-
ganizing a monitoring effort
should give their first atten-
tion to building and maintaining
such a team,

IV. REHEARSALS AND RESULTS

We have found rehearsals?
drills? and tests to be essen-
tial to training and properly
involving personnel - volunteers
and official - and for estab-
lishing and improving the pro-
cedures. Such activities:

-keep our name and phone
lists updated for call-up
procedure,

-keep track of changes in
official organizations and
staff?

-get people to meet and work
with each other?

-validate or modify our pro-
cedures?

-exercise equipment
(especially the cameras) and
their operators
-provide continuity and
feedbackr
-verify access to sites,
-uncover problems~
-interrupt the “forgetting
curvene

We hold one exercise.a year?
normally during a high surf
period from a winter storm to
serve as a sort.of model and
provide some of the problems
that might actually be encoun-
tered. It is most important to
conduct any operation with an
open attitude towards errors~
omissions? and problems. Pro-
blems of any sort can be resolv-
ed during or after a drill with
a proper critique and follow-up.
Often a rehearsal can be combin-
ed with an exercise conducted
for a related purpose? such as
the Civil Defense exercise of
[S. 0. Wigen and M, N. WardF
19811. An update of procedures
and changes~ however? is needed
more than once a year. And~
never assume that anyone -
especially the agencies with
their own “chain of ~omma~~n -

will keep you informed of
changes. Turnover and changes
are something any program of
this sort must periodically deal
with. Backups for key people~
periodic reviews and an oc-
casional exercise are the best
methods for preventing any pro-
blems later.

An indication of successful
result occurred last winter when
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a drill was held on the north
shore of Oahuo !i?WO ground @lO-

tographers obtained hime-lapsed
photos of assigned areas while a
Navy P-3 obtained repeated strip
photos and a CAP L-19 took
oblique photos simultaneously.
Timing was set by arrival of
storm surf, and both the call-
out and observer notification
done by standard procedures.

V.CONCLUSION

Prepare now for an unusual
event tomorrow that may not
happen for years.

Rmmwn’dclss

Curtist George D.f “Priority
for Real-Time Aerial Photo-
graphy of Tsunami”r Joint
Instm for Marine and Atmo-
s~he~lc Research Report, May
1980. (incorporating informa-
tion from applicable papers of
W. Adams& D. Cox and H.
Loomis)

National Science Foundation and
Nakiona2 Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration? ~.

Resea~ch 0rm2rtunlt~e&
. .

Washington D, C.f Sept. 19811
State of Hawaii? Director of
Civil Defenser ‘EOSE-81 (Tsu-
nami] Scenarionr Aug. 1981.

Wigen, S. 0. and M. N. Wardf
‘Post-Tsunami Disaster Sur-
veym~ Lighthousee ~al of
Canadian Hvdrourawhers Assn*O
April 1981.
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THE TSUNAMI SOCIETY
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true and available for public dissemination.
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Send dues for one year with application. Membership shall date from 1January of the year in which
the applicant is elected to membership. Membership of an applicant applying on or after October I
will begin with January of the succeeding calendar year and his first dues payment will be applied
to that year.
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